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Executive Summary

This report is focused on the outcomes from the workshop on Key performance capabilities
and competencies for High hazard Incident commander conducted in conjunction with
HAZMAT Incident commander workshop (addressed in separate proceedings) at NFPA
Headquarters Conference Center on November 2 & 3, 2016.
Several emergency high hazard incidents have been occurring in North America. These
incidents often involve a complex interaction with various governmental and agency authorities,
first responders, and industry personnel. Experience has shown that local personnel often do
not have adequate in-depth knowledge of the hazard or response techniques, thereby taxing the
ability of local responders to manage the incident in a safe and effective manner. NFPA
standards are written in a broad perspective - establishing a framework that can be applied to a
wide range of incidents. There is a sense of urgency to meet the needs of the first responder
and the public’s awareness for professional thinking and leadership.
The goal of this workshop is to develop a competency framework with an in-depth analysis and
a planned approach for exploring and validating opportunities to synthesize this concept into the
professional qualifications standards.
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1) Background and Overview
Background:
There have been several emergency high hazard incidents occurring in North America. These
incidents often involve a complex interaction with various governmental and agencies authorities,
first responders, and industry personnel. Experience has shown that local personnel often do not
have adequate in-depth knowledge of the hazard or response techniques, thereby taxing the
ability of local responders to manage the incident in a safe and effective manner. NFPA
standards are written in a broad perspective - establishing a framework that can be applied to a
wide range of incidents. To manage and coordinate incidents, the incident commander needs
the tools to plan and implement an incident action plan. There is a sense of urgency to meet the
needs of the first responder and the public’s awareness for professional thinking and leadership.

Workshop Goal:
The goal of the workshop was to develop a competency framework with an in-depth analysis
and a planned approach for exploring and validating opportunities to synthesize this concept
into the professional qualifications standards. This workshop was conducted in conjunction with
HAZMAT Incident commander workshop to review, clarify and confirm tools for incident
commander to manage events involving pipeline and rail car spills of crude oil.

Workshop Agenda:
The two day workshop agenda for HAZMAT Incident commander workshop and the workshop
segments focused on the Key Performance Capabilities and Competencies for High Hazard
Incident Commanders are as follows. This report is focused on the outcomes from the highlighted
sections in the agenda below.
Table 1: Workshop Agenda
Date/Time

0730 – 0830
0830 – 0900

0915 – 1015
1015 – 1030
1030 - 1100
1100 - 1130
1130 - 1200
1200 - 0100

Description
Day 1: Hazmat Incident Commander Workshop

Speakers/Participants

Workshop registration/Breakfast
Call to order, Workshop overview
Welcome
PHMSA, DOT
Transport Canada
Managing the HAZMAT Incident and HHFT IC
Break
Flammable Liquid Pipeline IC
Competency Guidelines
Electronic Application Tool – HAZMAT FLIC app
Lunch Break
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Casey Grant, FPRF
Jim Pauley, NFPA
Arthur Buff, PHMSA/DOT
Nicole Girard, Transport Canada
Greg Noll, Noll Associates
Greg Noll, Noll Associates
Chris Powers
James Li, Thunkable

0100 – 0130

0130 – 0230
0230 - 0245
0245 - 0345
0345 - 0400

Job Performance
Documents

Requirement

(JPR)

-

NFPA

Pro-Qual

Bill Peterson & Doug Forsman

Key Performance Capabilities for Hazardous Materials Incident Commanders
Competencies, Capabilities & Complexity
David Hooton
Break
Competencies, Capabilities & Complexity (continued)
Day 1 - Summary/wrap up

David Hooton
Tom McGowan, NFPA

Day 2: Key Performance Capabilities for Hazardous Materials Incident Commanders
0730 - 0830
0830 - 0900
0900 - 1045
1045 - 1100
1100 - 1215
1215 - 0100
0100 - 0115
0115 - 0200

Breakfast
Day 1 Review & Day 2 Overview
HH-IC Key Performance Capabilities
Break
Ideation Spark Session: Integrating KPC with NFPA Standards

Tom McGowan, NFPA
David Hooton
David Hooton

Lunch Break
Foam application rate for HHFT incidents
Workshop – Summary & Wrap-up

Ken Willette, NFPA
Tom McGowan (NFPA) & Casey
Grant (FPRF)

The other portions (not highlighted above) of this workshop agenda are addressed and
summarized in a separate proceedings report titled HAZMAT Incident Commander Workshop.
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2) Session Overview
David Hooton, Ed. D., facilitated the breakout sessions on competencies and capabilities for
incident commanders. David extensively worked with the ProQual Correlating Committee and
many ProQual technical committees when they converted to Job Performance Requirements,
has served on 1033 and 921, and also consulted with NFPA on their training outreach.
Additionally, he has worked with volunteer fire departments, HazMat teams, and in EMS serving
many roles, including Chief. He earned his doctorate from Vanderbilt University.
Breakout Groups: The main part of the workshop program was the panel discussions and
activities. The purpose of these panel discussions was to focus on several specific topics that
were perceived to be points of future planning. Overview of Workshop panel discussion groups
are as follows:
Table 2: Overview of panels for breakout sessions
Group
Group 1
Group 2
Group 3
Group 4
Group 5
Group 6

Panelists
Greg Noll; Lisa Hartman; Brian Brauer; Chris Engrissei; Bradley Hoekstra; Nicole
Girard
Bill Peterson; Bob Fash; Larry Preston; Dan Simpson; Steve Fitzgerald; Clem
Schimikowski
Doug Forsman; Gordon Descutner; Derek Lampkin; Chris Powers; Pete Jensen;
Casey Grant
Louis Marcotte; Ed Conlin; Frederick Piechota; Dan Gorham; Larry Jantzen; Tom
McGowan
Tracie Young-Brungard; John Montes; Rick Mason; Manny Ehrlich; Ray
Palczynski; Neal Mullane
Fred Terryn; Shayne Mintz; Ken Willette; John Eminnizer; Steve Edwards; William
Larkin

Day 1 focused on introduction to Competencies, Capabilities, and Complexity.

Complexity assessment: The session opened with referring to the Ambiguity pre-work survey
and the idea to think differently was prompted. Then the complexity structure/model was
introduced with the help of complexity model handout (See Figure) to shift thinking about what
key Incident Command challenges exist at a High Hazard incidents and how different skill sets
beyond the technical skill sets are needed to manage. Every group was asked a question - Are
High Hazard incidents complicated or complex, explain? Every team reported out their findings
with most of them falling into either complex, complicated and chaotic.
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Figure 1: Complexity model handout
Creating Chaos: The next step was to build on the prior activity with a focus on behaviors by
creating lists of mindsets, attitudes, and behavioral actions would that create chaos. The intent
was to begin setting the stage for uncovering those biased, experiential mindsets and behaviors
that are opposite those needed to handle complex situations. Each team was asked to list and
report out – 1) What mindsets or bias help create chaos, 2) What actions and behaviors help
create chaos.
Creating Order from Chaos: Following the activity of creating chaos groups were asked to
define the opposite mindsets, attitudes, and behaviors. The intent is to begin honing in on the IC
leader capabilities needed to handle various phases of a incident, how mindsets and behaviors
are different for complicated, complex, and chaotic incidents, requiring agile leader behaviors
and skills with a mindset that handles the paradox and paradoxical leadership traits. Every
group identified and reported out the top three mindset/behavior needed to move a situation
from chaos to complex or complicated and then from complex to complicated.
Homework assignment: Samples of competencies shared on the internet was circulated as
handout to participants. The assignment was to spend 20-30 minutes reviewing, reflecting, and
indicating with a highlighter or checkmark those competencies that resonate as critical
capabilities for a high-hazard Incident Commander. These were used during the session to
develop Key Performance Capabilities (KPCs). Please see Appendix D for full homework
handouts.
Day 2 sessions focused on HH-IC Key Performance Capabilities and Ideation Spark Sessions:
Integrating KPC with NFPA Standards
Capabilities-Beyond Reason & Logic: Day 2 started with a quick overview of the Day 1 and
the homework handout. The first activity on Day 2 was to identify critical IC capabilities and align
to prepared wheel. Using the “Examples” homework packet, groups were asked to identify or
create all the competencies that would apply to the assignment (HH Offensive, Defensive, and
Non-intervention). A sample wheel diagram is as shown below:
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Figure 2: HH-IC wheel diagram
Each group went on to identify competencies under Complexity Leadership Acumen,
Interpersonal Relationship, Adaptive Teams, Planning and Communication. In this discussion,
the Technical competency was not discussed. The competency wheels developed by each
groups are attached in Appendix B. Chapter 3, following, provides a summary from this
Breakout session and documents the outcome from this activity, including each groups list of
competencies.

Ideation Spark Sessions: This session focused on integrating Key Performance Capabilities
with NFPA Standards and stakeholders. Using Stanford innovation methods, groups created a
large number of ideas, selected their top ideas, and built out implementation considerations for
these to be later considered when determining a systematic approach to integrating and
supporting the HH-IC capabilities. The goal for this session was for teams to come up with as
many varied ideas as possible related to three challenge statements:
 How might we visually integrate KPCs into NFPA ProQual 1072, 472, and Field Guides
 How might we help committee members understand and adopt KPCs into their thinking,
work, and documents
 How might we accelerate adoption of KPCs with HH incident stakeholders (AHJ, State,
Fed, and commercial entities such as rail companies and product owners)
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Breakout sessions Wrap-up: The breakout sessions were wrapped up by reframing
complexity and the need for a different type of a leader in these situations. David discussed that
the new Capabilities are fundamental, likely as or more important than technical skills with a few
simple rules to guide incident responders. How to think differently and draw from a toolkit of
mental constructs across a situation’s evolution will become the hallmark of taming chaos and
can be leveraged to usher in a new breed of leader and commander.
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3) Summary from Breakout Sessions
This section is an executive summary of the breakout and ideation sessions to identify the
key performance capabilities and competencies for high hazard incident commanders.
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The key objective of this session and the methodology used are as follows:
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Annex A: Workshop Attendees
The following were the full list of workshop attendees on “Workshop on Key Performance
Capabilities and Competencies for High Hazard Incident Commanders”, at NFPA Headquarters
Conference Center, Quincy, MA on November 2 & 3, 2016.

Arthur Buff, PHMSA/DOT
Bill Peterson, IFSTA
Bradley Hoekstra, Edmonton Fire Rescue Services (EFRS)
Brian Brauer, Illinois Fire Service Institute
Casey Grant, FPRF
Chris Engrissei, Marathon Pipeline LLC.
Chris Powers, Past Chair, Emergency Response Task Force
Clem Schinikowski, Canadian Pacific Railroad
Curt Floyd, NFPA
Dan Gorham, FPRF
Danny Simpson, CN Railways
David Hooton (Facilitator)
Derek Lampkin, BNSF Railway
Doug Forsman, Fairfield Bay Fire Dept.
Ed Conlin, NFPA
Fred Terryn, US Dept. of the Air Force
Frederick Piechota, National Board on Fire Service Pro-Qual
Gordon Descutner, Alaska Fire Standards Council
Greg Noll, Noll Associates
James Li, Thunkable
John Eminnizer, Dept. of Energy & Environment
John Montes, NFPA
Ken Willette, NFPA
Larry Jantzen, Austin Fire Dept.
Larry Preston, Maryland Fire Rescue Institute
Lisa Hartman, NFPA
Louis Marcotte, Transport Canada
Manny Ehrlich, US Chemical Safety Board
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Neal Mullane Jr, Boston Fire Dept.
Nicole Girard, Transport Canada
Pete Jensen, Ventura County Fire Dept.
Ray Palczynski, Illinois Fire Service Institute
Rick Mason, NFFF
Robert Fash, NFPA
Shayne Mintz, NFPA
Sreenivasan Ranganathan, FPRF
Steve Edwards (OSU)
Steve Fitzgerald, HAZMAT Battalion, FDNY
Tom McGowan, NFPA
Tracie Young-Brungard, PA State Fire Academy
William Larkin – Jones & Bartlett
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Annex B: Competency Wheels Developed by Each Group
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Annex C: Homework Examples
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Annex D: Ideation Worksheets
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